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This paper has been written in order to describe to an audience of 
historians sQme recent developnents in prehistoric studies, largely in the southern 
Cape region of South Africa. It has been assumed that historians are most concerned 
with two areas of possible advance: the changing methods and aims of prehistorians 
in so far as these affect .the sorts of projects pursued and conclusions sought; and 
the emerging pfctwe rjf the distribution of population groups immediately prior Lo 
the appearance of mitten documentation, and their inter-relationships. Since the 
publication of what are probably the best known syntheses of the late prehistoric 
period in South Africa (clark 1959, Inskeep 1967, and Clark 1970), there have been 
important changes of emphasis and advances in research which it is the purpose of 
this paper to describe. The first section will deal briefly with the changes in 
research orientation, the second with the current state of knowledge, under the 
economic headings of Hunter+-gatherers, Herders and Strandlopers. 

The prehistoric oocrspauats of the Cape Province with whom Ewcopeans came 
into coul4;ac.t increasingly from the early sixteenth century were stonwusing peoples, 
now generally described as 0-oisaa but falling within the archaeological category 
Late Stone Age .  Although other questions would now be considered of more interest, 
the doninant theme within Late Stone Age studies from their inception in the 1920s 
was the recognition and interpretation of two entities within that general framework, 
horn as the Wilton and the Smithfield. Khost all other aspects of the Later Stone 
Age were referred back to this standad dichotomy.. For example, when archaeological 
nomenclature developed along cultural lines, these two became increasingly identified 
as separate cultural streams or traditions, ending up as perhaps techno-complexes in 
recent terminology. When questions arose, such as "Who were the painters or 
ewavers dming the Late Stone Age?" wklgo herded sheep and who did not?", or "How 
many different physical types could 'be identified in the Late Stone Age skeletal 
saaalple?", answers were always couched in terms of the by now well entrenched 
dichotomy. Since this Wiltola-.Smi.th%ield dichotomy has always been based on rather 
inadequate and, in a n ~ r  case, stone tool orientated collections and comparisons, it 
has produced a picture of the Late Stone Age which must surely have been meaningless 
to all except dedicated Lypologists. Presumably it was always an msatisfactory 
record. for historians to have to integrate into the picture presented by the very 
early written descriptions, 

6x1 recent years there seems to have been sowing interest a m o ~ t  gre- 
historians in producing a different sost of prehistory and one which would fit better 
into the picture generated by the historic documents. One of the underpinnings of 
Lhe change in attitude has been the detailed and. suggestive research carried out by 
WJ. Deacon, initially at the Wilton-type site and subsequently at other sites in the 
eastern and southern Cape (see Figure 1). Her results may be summaxized as follows 



(for tke ocigixal reports, see Deacon J., 1972a, 1974) : as a result of the re- 
e-rccavatiozs a-l; k3ilton it was clear that the entity now temed Wilton is i ~ .  fact a 
c!iymic teclmolo~?iri.-a: r-8,&1.tion which passes through at least three clear phases - 
xa earI2z Fl i j  t r x  with few segaents and Tairly large scrapers; a middie or "classic" 
i tr:  " 4" 
\*I~~GC.IPI with the k;i&?llnly charac-keristic segments in some numbers m d  with rather 

s m k ~ i l e r  scrapers; a d  a later or "post cla~sic'~ Wilton with, again, fewor seg~errts 
a d  re1a'tivaJ.y larger scrapers. Fhlly, pottery appears in  toe Wjlton secpierice. 
Us, the evidence from the Wllton type site, it is only the middle phase, ro'@Jy dated 

l to between 7fi00 m d  4000 K, in which the classic Wilton tool m e ,  the segment, is 
l at all cormon. Fks Deacon has perceptively pointed out that it is smely no 

coincidoace that thin PY~lassic8>haee corresponds in t h e  fairly well with the 
sn-c~rlli?d r'3~Pthfli..ld z:qVB, a period of several -thousand years in whslsh t h ~ ~ c  &:?c i-i. 

Fated Snithfiel2t ;-~~~~"113blages. Iler point is thatin the early- a d  later phases of 
";he Wilton sequence, when the "type tools1' are rare and scrapers are large (as iuz the 
~ai-thfhield) and nurrierous (as in the smithfield) , it would not be surlprisi-ng to find 
solile assemblages refemed to as Smithfield, others as Wilton, since they are W d l y  , 
sap~mable, if nt all. But in the soiddle phase, whexe the "-i;yype toolsP' are saoce 

I cornon, it is hardly smyrLsing that no Smithfield assemblages have been recognized. 
611. of this is explicable if in fact there has only been one domi=t technological 
tracii-Lion in the soutlzem part of Africa cluing the Late Stone A g e ,  but if its 
earlier and later sLages were, unfortunately, referred to two separate q7cul.tures1'. 
':his has perhaps happened because even within the single evolving tradri"c.on there 

I have bees, local idiosyncrasies and same regional modifications of eithex ty"pology 
1 0% technology brought about simply by the use of different raw materials ins diffexent 

STC?.RB. 

lvlrs Dea,confs cuncluxions are strengthened by other developments, of which 
the hpli.cations are behg felt well beyond the confines of the Cape. That is S-imply 
tI-z~t archaeologis"t, so longer dogmatically claim a one to one relationship between 
aasiernblage character and historic (or prehistoric) human g~~u'pirigs.  It is clear that 
the sane group may well have manufactured quite different assemblages at various 
times of the year, ax a reflection of their changing behavioml needs. Mo.x~?~ver, 
"chis wiZ1 be accorllpanied by undoub-ted tendencies for local peculiarities in tool 
mm?ict'acture9 perhaps lasting -thousands of years, by variations owing to the differing 
m7aiZabllity of stone resolzces, and by some technological modifications resulting 
from the variadi.ons in food resomces and thus hunting or gathering strategies, In 
short, stone tools xre a refle~tion of activities in particular exivironmenCal conLc3*xta, 
and no% simply "f06sils" identifyirig pmticular "culturesft (fbou& this may atill be 
possible). 

As a corollary of *his last point, stone tools may now, in circuinsl;s;nces 
where preservation pemi.ts, be regarded as just one of rnany ~ ~ t s  of data which 
archaeologists must consider in the miting of prehistory. There is a strong tes,deacy 
now to accentmte the contribution which animal bones, plant remains mi! site loca-tional 
data rnay make towards the reconstmction of prehistoric life ways. Once again, to c ~ t  
shor t  what could be a long discussion, the result is an interest in a prehistory which 
stresses m-environment r~?lations and the change in those relations t h m m  the. 
The qaestions are no longer "h I dealing with a Wilton or a Smithfield site?!' or 
'Wat are the origins of the Smithfield?" but "Wnat does this assemblage of artefacts 
with its associa%ed =on-artefactual. remains tell us of the socio-economic and 
technological behaviour of the group responsible for it?" or "How were the prehistoric 
groups in a part;icuXar environmental framework ormnized so as to exploit its resources 
as far as their techc~logy all~wed?'~ 

This change of emphasis should enable archaeologists .to begin -to phrase 
their prehistory in %ems which are relevant to historians. It should a:llow 
&-i-cbacolcgists to reconstruct the subsistence strategies a d  settlement pa-tterris of 
pre.:zis-i;orsc gcci.9~;~ and possibly the demographic aspects of population. &~ce thP~ 
begins .(;o happen, then historinns m d  prehistorim may be talking in tsnno of 
~,o~ulatioa densities, economic 'uehviour airid social organization, 



(a) Huntez-Gatherers 

All of the sites marked on Figure 1 fall within the physiogxaphic region of 
the Southern Cape, defined as the coastal forelands and the mountains of the Cape 
Folded Belt (see Wellington, 1955). With the exceptions of Gordonrs Bay, Hawston and 
Chalumna River Mouth, the sites are all in caves or rock shelters and have usually 
been interpreted as the home bases or temporary camps of small groups of hunter- 
gatherers (refs, from north, then west to east: Parkington and Poggenpoel, 1971; 
Parkington, 1972; Maggs and Speed, 1967; Schweitser, 1970; Schweitzer and Scott , 
1973; Inskeep,1965: Klein, 1972; Deacon, H. J. a d  J, 1963; Deacon, H. J., 1969; 
Deacon, J., 1972; and Derricourt, 1973). This seems reasonable in view of the 
historically well documented use of caves by hunting groups and preference for open 
sites amongst herders, and is consistent with the occupational residues recovered 
from those sites. This dichotomy should not, however, be inflexibly maintained in 
the face of increasing numbers of bones of domestic stock in caves and rock shelters. 

As a result of in-depth studies of plant remains, animal bones and site 
locational regularities, it is now possible to outline the economic strategies of 
hunting m d  gathering communities from purely archaeological data. There can be 
very little doubt that groups depended for daJr to day subsistence upon collected 
foods, such as the root stocks of iridaceae, edible fruits, honey, caterpillars, 
temites, locusts, tortoises and small ground game such as hares, dune mole rats 
and dassies. The bulk of this food was provided by women and children, whilst men 
contributed hi& protein but less predictable game, notably small antelopes such as 
the steenbok, grysbok or dinker. 

This system seems to have successfully supported hunting and gathering 
communities through most of the year, but may not have provided a complete yea+ 
round food supply. Evidence now accumulating on the seasonal availabilities of 
essential h y  to day foods such as were listed above suggests that fewer staples 
would have been exploitable during the winter months. This seems more clearly 
established in the western a m  of the Cape Folded Belt, where the environment is 
markedly seasonal and divided into a wet cold winter merging into a hot dry summer 
(see Talbot, 1947; Wicht, 1945). The implications of this are reflected in the 
growth cycle of the plants of the ixidaceae, the "uyntiesl' of the historical 
documents. These plants solve the problem of survival during a long hot and dry 
swrmer by storing energy in the form of a basal stem swelling or corn, whiuh lies 
do-t through the summer and regenerates at the onset of the winter rains. The 
corn , largely starch, is protected by many lqers of corn tunic, the remains of 
which are super-abundant in sites within the Cape Folded Belt. Obviously the women 
made daily collections of these corms , digging them up with the traditional 
digging stick, bored stone and leather bag. But during the period of rapid growth 
and flowering, in this area the wet winter and spring, the plants themselves use up 
their store of energy and thus cannot contribute the quantities of dependable food 
upon which the human groups rely. 

Whilst not all genera of iridaceae grow and flower at precisely the same 
time, it is possible to argue that collectable foods such as fruits, corns and 
probably also caterpillars, honey, and tortoises would be at a minimum during the 
winter and spring. The evidence is now accumulating that it was at these times of 
year that hunter-gatherers turned to a more extensive exploitation of marine 
resources. Shellfish are as immobile, and therefore as dependable, as corms or 
fruits and could have provided the necessary day to day subsistence in place of 
plant staples. At the moment, suggestive evidence for the seasonal use of coastal 
caves and shelters is restricted to observations from Elands Bay Cave 
(~arkiw'on, 1972, 1976) and Nelson Bay Cave (shackleton, 1973). Nor is there any 
real reason why the ecologically l'sensible" time to occupy coastal sites should be 
the same as the Atlantic and Indian Ocean coasts. These patterns of mobility need 
much more documentation. 



The assumptions of this ongoing research are that the territories of 
hmting and gathering groups would have included sets of resomces sufficient to 
maintain the groups through the seasonal cycle, and that the settlement patterns 
adopted would have been designed to exploit temporary and/csr localized abundances 
by various techniques, such as mobility, scheduling, storage and the fission and 
fusion of coups according to circumstances. When more research is completed it 
may be possible to point to contact -zones, where groups, normally separate, came 
together and exchanged gifts, information, women and technological innovations. In 
the west, this may be the inner regions of the mountain belt where at times the 
resoume base rnw have enabled groups from the karoo and sandveld areas to meet, 
live in rather higher densities for a while, and then separate, having forged and 
renewed important social relations. 

Herders 

This picture of hunting and gathering within defined environmental cdntexts 
is, of course, seriously incomplete when dealing with the immediate pre-colonial 
period. At evexy site marked on Figure 1, with the exception of Bonteberg, Klasies 
River and Gordons Bay (where they have not been actively sought), there are the: remains 
of domestic stock in Late Stone Age contexts. Since there are no indigenous sheep, 
goats or cattle, and since these assemblages pre-date contact with European or Negro 
herders, it must be assumed that such records reflect the appearance of herded stock 
from mother source. The appearance of the bones of sheep and, for convenience, 
pottery at sites from Angola to the Eastern Cape is swmnarized in Figure 2. Also 
included is the rather sparse inf~mtion on these items from inland areas &,,for 
reference, the earliest dates presently available for the penetration of iron-using, 
Bantu-speaking mixed farmers into southern Africa. There are, of course, a number 
of problems involved in using this sort of data, some of them resulting from : 

inadequate and patchy investigation, others from the imprecision of m a n y  published 
contexts. However, it seems worthwhile risking some comments on the basis of the 
regularities m d  trends apparent. 

The most obvious point is that pot sherds appear for the first time in 
sites from Angola to the southern Cape during the period 2000 to 1600 BP. The 
tendency is clearly for this period to contract rather than to expand as data 
accmulate, and it may be tha-t the precision of c14 dating will ultimately fail to 
discriminate between these events throughout the whole region. Only four dates 
peater than 2000 have been reported, and there are reasons for supposing that all 
are either seriously contaminated (Sapson, 1974) or pre-pottery (Schweitzer and 
Scott , 1973; Maggs , personal comunJlication; Wadley, personal communication). 

A second and no less important observation is that in a11 cases where 
domestic stock have been specifically sought they appear as early as pot sherds. 
This may not be true , but when dates from neighbouring sites are 
caladansed to form local sequences, then the picture is as stated. Although this[ 
procedure may. seem wzjustified, it can be defended as ironing out problems causea 
by purely sampling phenomena. The implication is that pot sherds and domestic ' 
stock diffused at the same time through the same area. The word "diffused" seems 
inescapable since, whereas pottery could be independently invented, domestic sheep 
obarldusly could not. Moreover, the pottery shows no signs of being crude or 
inefficient early attempts at a technological innovation. 

A point of considerable, though as yet not definitive, importance is that 
the distribution of dates associated with early sheep and pottery covers the coastal 
plain and adjacent mountain chains along 2000 miles of the Atlantic coast and along 
the b d i m  Oceaa coast as far east as the Robberg Peninsula. Whilst this m y  in: 
part reflect the wderstmdable preoccupation of archaeologists with the depositional 
sequences of caves in the Cape Folded Belt, there is some reason to suppose that the 
absence of early dates east of the Kei and north of the Folded Belt is meaningful 
(see Xampson, 1974; Demicourt, 1973; Carter, 1970). .As it is, the d.istribution 
of early dates for both sheep and pottery coincides well with the historic 
distribution of pastoralists known collectively as Khoi (see Maingard, 1931). 



Although there is ongoing research into the spread of iron into southern 
Africa, present evidence is that the earliest domestic arrivals and pottery in Iron 
Age contexts sou.tLz of the Limpopo date from the fourth and fifth centuries AB 
(see Klapwijk, 1973; Mason, 1974; Beaumont and Vogel, 1972). Thus the set of 
Late Stone Age dates associated with these two features predates that of the Iron 
Age further north and east by fully two to three hundred years, an interval surely 
not an artefact of radio carbon dating. 

The implication of this distributional, chronological and contextual 
pattern seems to be that herding peoples with pottery spread mpidly into the 
southern Cape along a westerly coastal route roughly two thousand years before the 
present. It seems inescapable that these peoples were those recorded historically 
by early voyagers and later settlers as "Ottentoos" or  hott ten tot^'^, better know 
as Khoi pastoralists (~ilson & Thomson, 1969). Whether groups of hunters were 
integrated into the pastoralist societies and whether there was a period of 
settlement change, as there seemingly must have been, remain contemporary research 
topics. It seems likely that the rapid diffusion of herders into the southern Cape 
would have produced an exciting, but as yet largely undocumented, upheaval in 
demography and man-land relations.  o or a discussion of this in the eastern Cape, 
see Deacon, J., 1972 b. ) 

If the appearance of pot sherds and domesticated animals does reflect the 
movement of populations into the western Cape, then it is logical to ask where and 
under what circumstances were these attributes acquired? The early dates seem to 
mile out contact with Iron Age herders south of the Limpopo, or even perhaps south 
of the 5bezi. There are too many gaps to make any but the most general guesses, 
but future research must obviously examine closely the situation in northern Zambia 
m d  southern Tanzania, as well as the differences and similarities between Late 
Stone Age pottery in the south and early Iron Age pottery further north. Some of the 
arguments advanced by C. K. Cooke (1965) some years ago could well be re-examined in 
this context. 

Unfortunately, the nwnber of undoubted herder sites excavated remains 
minimal; indeed, unless some of the scatters of surface artefacts or some of the 
middens or rock shelter occupations turn out to be the residues of herders, the number 
is precisely nil. Certainly there are no claims in the literature, except those 
in the Middleberg area by Derricour-t (1973). The ecology of the herders, therefore, 
remains a target for future archaeollogical research, assuming that the residues of 
herding groups cmss the thseshol8. of archaeological visibility. 

How, then, c m  the nstrandl.opersn be incorporated into an overview of the 
economies practised by occupants of the Cape prior to European settlement? Some 
distinction should be made between the"beachranger~~~ or 'zstrandlopers't met with at 
Table Bay and those further afield to whom the same label was subsequently applied. 
Some Eumpean. vessels had been calling at Table Bay regularly since at least the 
beginning of the sixteenth century, and,since they introduced new resources into 
the catchment area of that "site", it must be argued that the Table Bay populations 
were unique and responding to a unique situation. These people, who in the 1650s 
seem to h v e  numbered about 50 Thom, 1954), may have been 
dispossessed cattle owners who had turned more or less permanently to the exploitation 
of marine resources (including European visitors), since they readily stole and 
herded cattle when the opportunity arose; or they may have been a group of "client" 
hunters who were related to and perhaps subservient to local herding groups. 
Whatever the solution, their unique opportunities for exploration make them 
unsuitable as holotypes for any- sort of subsistence economy in pre-contact South 
Africa. *Groups who were subsequently observed utilizing the prooducts of the sea 
shore seem either to have been hunters or herders at some point in their seasonal 
cycle of activities and not permanent "stritndlopers". 



Not all archaeologists, however, would agree with this viewpoint, axd it 
nust still be described as debatable. Sampson (1974)~ for example, has argued that 
there must have been separate populations of 'fbushmentt and "strandlopersf' in the 
mountains of the Gedarberg and western coastal strip, respectively, though he does 
admit that inland territories may have included stretches of coast. The crux of 
this position seems to be that there may be assemblages along the coast different in 
character from their neighbours and that these differences must reflect flcultural.lt 
boundaries. Apart from the fact that coastal assemblages from the west coast at 
least are undocumented and deficient in formal tools, the argument seems to neglect 
the possibility that any differences may as well be behavioural as cultural. The 
precise ways in which coastal resources were exploited, except in the most general 
sense, remains to be investigated and more documentation of associations between 
food resources, site locations, raw material outcrops and stone tool regularities is 
needed before the various positions can be evaluated. Having said this, it may be 
suggested that ethnographic analogies, ecological considerations, incomplete 
archaeological analyses and fragmentary historic records point to the occupation of 
coastal sites at restricted times of the year (parkington, 1974, unpublished). 

The archaeologists of the southern Cape generously made available to me much 
unpublished information, and I would like to express my gratitude to them. The paper 
summarizes work by the following researchers, with a bias and interpretation which 
is entirely my own: Graham Avery and Frank Schweitzer of the South African Museum 
in Cape Town; Janette Deacon of the Department of Archaeology at the University of 
Cape Town; Hilary Deacon of the Department of Archaeology at the University of 
Stellenbosch; Richard Klein of the University of Chicago; Ray Inskeep of the Pitt- 
Rivers Museum in Oxford; and Kate Scott of New Hall College, Cambridge. 

------oOo------ 
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